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Johnny Can Spell
GUIDES FOR PHONICS, HANDWRITING, AND SPELLING
STG

Johnny Can Spell Teacher’s Guide, Alice Nine.
A non-graded guide for teaching phonemic awareness, phonics, handwriting, and spelling in
an integrated approach. Presents the word building /analysis process Think to Spell®.
Contains step-by-step procedures, rationale, teaching strategies, lesson planning helps. 208
pages in 3-ring binder.

$59.00

PG

The Parent Guide, Alice Nine (a blackline master for printing)
The Parent Guide is a 5.5 X 8 eight-page booklet containing a list of phonograms, handwriting
information, spelling rules, explanation of Think to Spell®,and homework tips.This item is a
package that contains two black-line masters with a letter granting a district, school, or
teacher permission to print multiple copies for purchaser’s use.

$40.00

Johnny Can Spell
PHONOGRAM CARDS
CS

Johnny Can Spell Phonogram Card Set

$35.00

A laminated, class-sized (5.5 by 8.5 inches) set of the 70 common phonograms. Front of card
has large image of phonogram. Information about the phonogram and instructional helps are
on the back. This is a vital instructional tool for Johnny Can Spell

AUDIO CD’s for PHONOGRAM PRACTICE
PCD

Practicing the Phonograms with Alice Nine
An audio CD designed to facilitate practice of the correct pronunciation of the isolated speech
sounds associated with the 70 common phonograms as each is repeated 5 times. Sound
track numbers correspond to phonogram card numbers to make searches easy. Great for
whole group, or small group quick reviews. Wonderful for differentiated instruction in a center.
Put in a take-home packet with a card set for checkout by parents for home practices.

$8.00

CCD

Classroom Phonogram Practice (CD set)
A set of audio CDs. Designed for extended multi-sensory practice of isolated phonograms.
Phonograms are presented in numerical order. Sound tracks correspond to phonogram card
number for easy access. Each phonogram is repeated twenty times to allow students to write
and say phonogram for extended practice. Great for whole group, small group, or centers.
Wonderful for differentiated instruction.

$12.00

TTCD

Alphabet Sounds Song with Tommy Turtle
A music audio CD. A song with a catchy melody. The song links -- in alphabetical order -- letter
names to their common sounds. Use in a listening center or as a sing-along with whole group.
Rhythm is good for movement. Kids love it! Makes a great gift!

$8.00

Johnny Can Spell and Johnny Can Write (AliceNine Grammar)
TEACHER HELPS for INTEGRATED ELA LESSONS
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LESSON PLANNER SERIES
LPK

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Kindergarten, Alice Nine
… 100 lessons-- for a year of instruction. Contains checklists, teaching instructions
for handwriting, phonemic awareness, and phonograms; black-line masters for
practice papers, words, and games; bibliography of literature; word lists; and an
extensive index. Includes word analyses for spelling words from Ayres List, Sections
A-G. Flexible enough for either all-day kindergarten or half-day kindergarten
planning. 234 pages in a three-ring binder. Recommended for kindergarten, is
modified by pre-K teachers, and is also used by some first grade teachers because
of the great activity and game ideas.

$69.00

LP1-1

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Book 1:1, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for first grade teacher, first semester. Provides 75 lessons
(1-75) integrating instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, handwriting, spelling,
vocabulary, grammar, and sentence composition. Packed with activity ideas. Puts
extensive language information at your fingertips. Contains checklists, scope and
sequence, masters for word cards and games. Spelling words from Ayres List,
Sections A-G into Section I, GE of words ranges from1.0-2.3. Well indexed. 200
pages in a three-ring binder.

$69.00

LP1-2

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Book 1:2, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for first grade teacher, second semester. Provides 75 lessons
(76-150) integrating instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, handwriting,
spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and sentence composition. Packed with activity
ideas. Puts extensive language information at your fingertips. Contains checklists,
scope and sequence, masters for word cards and games. Spelling words from Ayres
List, Section I through Section K; GE of words ranges from 2.3 to 2.9. Well indexed.
223 pages in a three-ring binder.

$69.00

LP2-1

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Book 2:1, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for second grade teacher, first semester. Provides 75 lessons
(1-75) integrating instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, handwriting, spelling,
vocabulary, grammar, and sentence composition. Packed with activity ideas. Puts
extensive language information at your fingertips. Contains checklists, scope and
sequence, masters for word cards and games. Includes a review of phonograms and
words from Ayres List, Sections A-G; spelling words from Section K through Section
L; GE of words ranges from 2.7 to 3.1. Well indexed. 254 pages in a three-ring
binder.

$69.00

LP2-2

Johnny Can Spell /Write Lesson Planner Book 2:2, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for second grade teacher, second semester. Provides 75
lessons (76-150) integrating instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics,
handwriting, spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and sentence composition. Packed
with activity ideas. Puts extensive language information at your fingertips. Contains
checklists, scope and sequence, masters for word cards and games. Spelling words
from Ayres List, Section L through Section N; GE of words ranges from 3.1 to 3.9.
Well indexed. 232 pages in a three-ring binder.

$69.00
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LP3-1

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Book 3:1, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for third grade teacher, first semester. Provides 75 lessons
(1-75) integrating instruction in applied phonics, handwriting, spelling, vocabulary,
grammar, and sentence composition. Packed with activity ideas. Puts extensive
language information at your fingertips. Contains checklists, scope and sequence,
masters for word cards and games. Includes a review of phonograms and words
from Ayres List, Sections A-G; spelling words from Section O through Section P; GE
of words ranges from 3.9 to 4.5. Well indexed. 251 pages in a three-ring binder.

$69.00

LP3-2

Johnny Can Spell / Write Lesson Planner Book 3:2, Alice Nine
A day-by-day guide for third grade teacher, second semester. Provides 75 lessons
(76-150) integrating instruction in applied phonics, handwriting, spelling, vocabulary,
grammar, and sentence composition. Packed with activity ideas. Puts extensive
language information at your fingertips. Contains checklists, scope and sequence,
masters for word cards and games. Spelling words from Ayres List, Section P
through Section R; GE ranges from 4.5 to 5.6. Well indexed. 255 pages in a threering binder.

$69.00

WORD ANALYSES SERIES
WA1

Johnny Can Spell / Write Word Analyses: Book One, Alice Nine
Nearly 700 words presented in 29 units. Words were selected by a team of 4th
grade teachers. Unit titles include “Vivid Verbs,” “Adjectives,” “Instead of said and
go.” Words are analyzed using phonograms and syllables with Johnny Can Spell
markings. Rules for spelling and syllabication are noted. Teaching points for each
word include derivation, roots, parts of speech, homophones, homographs,
synonyms, antonyms, idioms, and more. Indexed 187 pages in a three-ring binder.
Recommended for intermediate grades. Contains supplemental word lists not
included in Johnny Can Spell main word list; does NOT follow Lesson Planner 3:2
word list. Indexed. 187 pages in a three-ring binder.

$69.00

WA2

Johnny Can Spell / Write Word Analyses: Book Two, Alice Nine
Nearly 700 words presented in 28 units. Words were selected by a team of 5th
grade teachers. Units present core vocabulary, spelling rule, morphemes, or sound
patterns. Words are analyzed using phonograms and syllables
with Johnny Can Spell markings. Rules for spelling and syllabication are noted.
Teaching points for each word include derivation, roots, parts of speech,
homophones, homographs, synonyms, antonyms, idioms, and more. Has an index
of all words. Contains supplemental word lists not included in Johnny Can Spell
main word list; does NOT follow Lesson Planner 3:2 word list. 185 pages in threering binder.

$69.00

NOTE: There is no Word Analyses Book Three. WA1 and WA2 were created for a school district
and are used as additional resource for specialized word lists by grades 3 through 5.

WA4

Johnny Can Spell / Write Word Analyses: Book Four, Alice Nine
500 words presented in 125 lessons. Words selected from Ayres List, Sections S-U,
commonly misspelled and confused word lists, and subject vocabularies. Words are
analyzed using phonograms and syllables with Johnny Can Spell markings. Rules
for spelling and syllabication are noted. Teaching points for each word include
derivation, morphemes (roots, affixes), parts of speech, homophones, homographs,
synonyms, antonyms, idioms, and more. Has an index of all words. GE of words
ranges from 4.0 to 7.0. For intermediate teachers. Use after Lesson Planner 3:2.
300 pages in three-ring binder.
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Johnny Can Spell / Write Word Analyses: Book Five, Alice Nine
500 words presented in 125 lessons. Words selected from Ayres List, Sections V-Z,
commonly misspelled and confused word lists, and subject vocabularies. Words are
analyzed using phonograms and syllables with Johnny Can Spell markings. Rules
for spelling and syllabication are noted. Teaching points for each word include
derivation, morphemes (roots, affixes), parts of speech, homophones, homographs,
synonyms, antonyms, idioms, and more. Has an index of all words. GE of words
ranges from 5.0 to 13.0. For intermediate teachers. Use after Word Analyses
Book Four. 300 pages in three-ring binder.

Unit
Price
$69.00

AliceNine Grammar
TEACHER BINDERS for GRAMMAR INSTRUCTION
WTG

Johnny Can Write Teacher’s Guide, Alice Nine.
A three-ring notebook, contains sequence, teaching strategies, and lesson planning helps for
the integration of vocabulary and grammar instruction with spelling lessons. Used in Johnny
Can Write Workshop training. Also referenced throughout the Lesson Planner Series for more
in-depth grammar and vocabulary building strategies and information.

$59.00

GA

Grammar Applications, Alice Nine
Front-load grammar with Anchor Lessons for parts of speech, sentence elements,
kinds of sentences. Systematically apply and review grammar with learning routines
such as sentence applications, charting, Ape the Author. Content addresses
properties of parts of speech (e.g., verb tense, noun possession, reflexive
pronouns), sentence elements (e.g., prepositional phrases, independent and
dependent clauses, direct and indirect objects, object complements), kinds of
sentences, and sentence patterns). Companion to Word Analyses Book 4 and Book
5. Recommended for grade 4+. Gives ideas for the creation of an interactive
grammar notebook. Alice has created graphics to build these student notebooks, see
Item GG-E Grammar Graphics on page 7 of this catalog.

$89.00

STUDENT MATERIALS
SJR

SN-K

See Johnny Read, Shelia Joiner (blackline masters)
Over 100 short readings each with comprehension questions in both fill-in-the-blank
format and multiple-choice format. Vocabulary used in Readings is correlated with
spelling word list used in Johnny Can Spell: words from Ayres List, Sections A-G
through Section M; words correlate with lessons from the Lesson Planner Series,
Books 1:1, 1:2, 2:1, and 2:2. Grade equivalency given for each reading is
determined by the Flesch-Kincaid readability formula. Contains how-to use ideas
from author. Unbound, black line masters with permission for single classroom use
only. Works well for first and second grades. Also great for low readers or at any
grade level. Use with English language learners.

$30.00

Can Spell Student Notebooks for Kindergarten (Johnny Can Spell)
Spiral bound at top. Printed in landscape layout, in full color with blue writing lines
and red margin lines on white paper. Writing lines include a broken mid-line. Track
letters have green/red dots for start/stop points, giving students initial support with
letter formation. These special letters gradually fade on the page so students form
the letter without support. Supports instruction for lessons 1-41 in Lesson Planner
Book K. Package includes 25 student notebooks and 1 teacher edition.

$85.00
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SN-1

Can Spell Student Notebooks for First Grade (Johnny Can Spell)
Spiral bound at top. Printed in landscape layout, in full color with blue writing lines
and red margin lines on white paper. Writing lines include a broken mid-line. Width of
lines a hair wider than wide-ruled notebook paper. Track letters have green/red dots
for start/stop points, giving students initial support with letter formation. These
special letters gradually fade on the page so students form the letter without support.
Supports instruction for lessons 1-41 in Lesson Planner Book 1:1. Package includes
25 student notebooks and 1 teacher edition.

$85.00

HW-2

Handwriting with Phonograms Student Notebooks for Second Grade and above.
(Johnny Can Spell) Spiral bound at top. Printed in landscape layout, in full color with
blue writing lines and red margin lines on white paper. Writing lines include a broken
mid-line. Width of lines a hair wider than wide-ruled notebook paper. Track letters
have green dots for start points, giving students initial support with letter formation.
These special letters gradually fade on the page so students form the letter without
support. Includes 12 pages of copy work with famous quotes. Supports instruction
for lessons 1-25 in Lesson Planner Book 2:1, Book 3:1 and Review Lessons in Word
Analyses Book 4 and Book 5. Package includes 25 student notebooks and 1 teacher
edition.

$85.00

GG-E

Grammar Graphics Classroom Set (AliceNine Grammar) (recommended grade 3 and
above) Contains all the graphics needed for students to create A9 Interactive
Grammar Notebook in a composition or spiral notebook. These can be used with
grammar lessons based on any textbook/program. Each classroom set includes 30
sets of 31 loose leaf pages of full-color graphics, boxed and sorted by lessons for
easy access. Includes online access to a 25-page Layout Guide that aligns graphics
with lessons 1-24 in Grammar Applications and a one-year subscription to Alice
Nine’s Grammar Notebook HowTo—an online support video series at
www.alicenine.net
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REQUEST A QUOTE____________________________________________________
Quotes may be requested. Contact Alice Nine, alice@nine-enterprises.com.
Provide catalog code, item, and quantity. Include requester’s name, school, and contact
information.

HOW TO ORDER_______________________________________________________
Orders may be placed by email, fax, mail, or phone.
Orders must be accompanied by payment in the form of a school purchase order, a credit card (Visa,
Mastercard), check, or money order.
Be sure to include shipping and all applicable taxes. Failure to do so will delay your order.
Complete both pages.
Checks should be made payable to N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc.
EMAIL: johnny@nine-enterprises.com
FAX: 503.236.1724
VOICE MAIL: 503.233-9071
WEBSITE: www.nine-enterprises.com for Online Store
ADDRESS: 5725 SE Stark Street, Portland, Oregon 97215-1866

ORDER FORM
Line

Quantity

Code

Item

Unit Price

Total Ordered

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SUBTOTAL (Add lines 1 through 8.)

10

Sales Tax (Figure your sales tax % X line 8.)
All individual/organizations MUST pay sales tax, EXCEPT exempt organizations.

11

Shipping (See note below)

12

ORDER TOTAL (Add lines 9,10,11.)

Shipping: Orders up to $70, add a flat $7. Orders totaling from $71 to $900, add 10%. Orders totaling from $901 to $2000,
add 8%. Orders totaling from $2001 to $3000, add 6%. Orders totaling $3000 or more, add 5%.
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Order PAYMENT

Check one of the following forms of payment.

☐ Purchase Order

PO#
(attach a copy)

☐ Check / MoneyOrder Check/MO #
(mail)

☐ Charge Card

☐ MasterCard

☐ Visa

☐ American Express

Card Number
Expiration Date
Name on Card
Billing Address
Please PRINT

INFORMATION

ORDERS BY INDIVIDUALS
Name
Home Street Address
City, State ZIP
Home/Cell Phone
Email Address
ORDERS BY SCHOOLS
School Name
School Address
City, State ZIP
School Phone

Fax

School Contact Person
Email Address
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Viewable, Printable Product Pages__________________________________
To make connecting to these pages easier,
request a digital copy of our catalog, email johnny@nine-enterprises.com
You may be prompted to use FlashPaper to view pages.
Product
Johnny Can Spell Teachers Guide

Links to Sample Pages
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/jcs_foreword.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/stg_contents.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/stg_dictation.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/stg_consounds.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/stg_chart1.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/stg_words.html

Johnny Can Write Teachers Guide

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/jcw_foreword.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg30oldtext.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg48histories.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg52dialogue.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg177charts.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg180exp.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg190dgrm.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg212info.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wtg253comp.html

Lesson Planner K

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/k_intro.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/k_06sect.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/k_strategies.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/k_indx.html
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Links to Sample Pages
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp1intro.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp1_06sect.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp1_20sect.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp1_2indx.html

Lesson Planner 2:1 and 2:2

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp2_09sect.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp2_22sect.html

Lesson Planner 3:1 and 3:2

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp3_08sect.html
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/lp3_21sect.html

Word Analyses Book 4

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wa4_45_46_lesson.html

Word Analyses Book 5

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/swf/wa5_47_48_lesson.html

Grammar Applications

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_introduction.pdf
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_less3.pdf
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_80_82.pdf
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_less41.pdf
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_appendixA.pdf
http://www.nine-enterprises.com/pdf/ga_index.pdf

Listing of links online

http://www.nine-enterprises.com/teacherslounge/printables.php
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Northwest Instructional ‘N Educational Enterprises,
founded by Alice Nine in 1987, is dedicated to
advancing English literacy skills by enabling teachers
and parents through training and resources.
Since its founding, NINE Enterprises has served
thousands of teachers and parents across the United
States.
Materials offered in our website store and listed in this
catalog have been written by Alice Nine as resources
for literacy instruction, spanning all grades.
Northwest Instructional ’N Educational Enterprises is
the sole publisher and vendor of these products.

Online Store
www.nine-enterprises.com
Professional Development Courses
professionaldevelopment.alicenine.net
Student Website
www.phonogrampage.com

Contact Alice Nine
alice@nine-enterprises.com
VoiceMail: 800-791-8962
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